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ALL POLITICS BLOG
From Madison and around the state, to
Washington D.C., a daily dose of
political news and glimpses behind the
scenes.

Digital ad raps Ron Johnson on Supreme Court
nomination (1)
The Department of Natural Resources announced a
revised plan to improve fish spawning habitat in Vilas and
Iron counties by having more water released from the
Rest Lake Dam into the Manitowish River during the
spring. Credit: Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources
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water into the Manitowish River in
spring to improve habitat for fish
spawning in Vilas and Iron counties but
the strategy hasn’t ended the debate
among neighbors. »Read Full Article

NEW Commenting Policy
PLEASE NOTE: A Journal Sentinel subscription is
now required to comment. You can read more about
that transition in our FAQ. As always, our discussion
guidelines and terms of use still apply to all
comments and commenters. If you have any issues
logging in to or using our commenting system,
please let us know.
Subscriber Login | Subscribe
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gpack93
My concern is waiting for water
temps to reach only one degree
below spawning temperature. Why
not use 40 or 45 degrees as the
benchmark and allow some room.
Once water temperatures hit 45 there
isn't going to be a deep enough
freeze to damage those docks and
boathouses.
33 minutes ago
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Jerry2015
Great article! Indirectly pointing out
the need for a DNR that s not
politically motivated.
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lakeshore property or move a bog if
the DNR is controlled by politicians
1 hour ago

 2  0 Reply Share

ebbie
DNR Northwoods dam plan divides
residents.
This isn't a shock.
This is the plan.

More videos:

Divide and conquer.
2 hours ago

 2  0 Reply Share

ebbie
Nothing will change in this state
until each and every citizen is made
to suffer.
Someday it will be your cause. Your
hobby. Your property. Your family.
Keep voting Republican until it
touches you.
2 hours ago

 1  0 Reply Share

ebbie
From the article:
The new agreement comes after the
GOP-controlled Legislature last
summer injected itself into the
debate when it passed legislation
giving lawmakers — and not the
state's natural resource agency —
final authority over operating rules
for the dam.

How Did They Rate On The Truth-OMeter?
TAMMY BALDWIN

"Hedge fund managers and others
in private equity pay much lower
(tax) rates on their income than
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Who knows better than the
Department of Natural Resources???
Politicians of course.
2 hours ago

 2  0 Reply Share

do truck drivers and teachers and
nurses."
MARTHA LANING

On supporting winner of
Democratic primary with her
superdelegate vote.
CHRIS LARSON

Pedro the Good
Considering what our state GOP
lawmakers have done to foster the
spread of CWD in the state deer
population, don't you think it is
absolutely asinine to turn decisions
on lake/reservoir level control over to
these same people?

"For the votes that we got, I think
we spent, on average, two bucks a
pop. Compared to 42 bucks" for
incumbent Milwaukee County
Executive Chris Abele.

See all Truth-O-Meter ratings

You GOP supporters in our
Northwoods enjoy your victory for
now, but your GOP Party is creating
much long term damage to the state.
You will be blamed for it some day
when Walker, Tiffany, etc. are long
gone.
2 hours ago (edited)

 0  0 Reply Share

INSIDE STATE POLITICS
central wi
For a bunch of people that don't
believe in science, the republican
legislature sure makes a lot of
"scientific" decisions. What a sick joke
this group has turned our natural
resources into. Speak up Sportsmen
for Walker.
10 hours ago

 1  0 Reply Share

Journal Sentinel coverage of the legislature,
governor's office and other state politics in
Madison and around Wisconsin.

Baldwin to meet with Obama’s Supreme Court
nominee Garland (1)
Democratic website mocks Ron Johnson

(42)
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Leroysbutler
Sounds like a decent compromise.
You can't make everybody happy.
12 hours ago

 0  0 Reply Share

Donald Trump hires ex-Scott Walker campaign
boss (28)
Send our panel your thoughts, questions
about Tuesday's election
MORE

Pedro the Good
@Leroysbutler
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Maybe not, but
ignorant political
decisions often have a
way to come back and
bite people in the
rump.
I hope the GOP
supporters are all held
accountable some day
for the damage they
are causing to our
state.
2 hours ago
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Jerry2015
@Pedro the Good
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If you ever owned lake
shore property you
know there is no right
answer to water levels.
If you live on a shallow
bay, you want the water
level higher, if you
don't you want the
level lower to extend
your frontage. The
answer, short of the
resurrection of Solemn,
a non-political DNR
that does what is best
for the people of
Wisconsin, not a few
property owners.
1 hour ago (edited)

 2  0 Reply
Share

TimeDilator
What would you expect from the
republican party that has decimated
the DNR’s scientific approach to
managing natural resources. A
republican party that feels
threatened that their pay to play
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politics can’t play out in the north
woods. Obviously this is about money
and political pay offs.
13 hours ago
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manitowish
The MOU absolutely does not
balance " lake levels and downstream
flows during summer season." When a
drought happens, the discharge from
the dam can be reduced to 20 CFS,
which simply means the river will
become something less than a creek,
and in many areas, too shallow to
actually float a canoe. It also still
shuts off the spring flood waters
which recharge the wetlands and
keeps the water shut off all summer,
so the thousands of acres of wetlands
are dewatered. And it floods the
wetlands in... » more
13 hours ago
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Pedro the Good
@manitowish
Be sure to properly
"thank" your GOPvoting neighbors.
2 hours ago (edited)
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